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Commencement of a Wool Industry
CERTIFED ORGANIC & Biodynamic MERINO WOOL
Wool producers in Australian founded an industry which
created wealth and prosperity for many people in the
world - even those outside of the wool industry.
For the past 20 years the wool industry has suffered
from a variety of challenges, which we will cover as I
progress through this presentation.
Wool is by nature a natural product. The merino can
provide fibre and food to the world forever – provided
we do not hamper its continual growth.
The environmental footprint from the production of the
merino sheep providing food and fibre to the world is
minuscule.

Wool – Never Stops Growing
Source of Warmth
These are animals that, unlike any other harvesting machinery on a farm, do not require any chemical fuel to move, leave
fertiliser matter in their wake and have provided humanity with a product that has clothed us for centuries.

Source of Food
These are animals that live under the sun, the stars
and the moon.
Whilst all of us are sleeping at night these animals
continue to grow 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and
52 weeks a year as a form of food source and as a
source of fibre for clothing – that wool never stops
growing.

McClure & Daughters Outback
Family Property
We started managing my family farm organically by
chance, the country is only reliant on rain for
production, so we have absolutely no chemicals or
fertilisers to enhance our production, in a nutshell
our production is all about managing climate.
We also included improved the management of the
land by creating strategic watering points around
our larger paddocks as this allowed for much more
even grazing over the land and less stress on the
animals. Eg The animals do not need to walk so far
for water and so could feed all around the
paddocks
The most difficult product to manage on my
property is the merino sheep. To give you an
example, for our organic cattle production in the
outback the only issue we need be mindful of is a
carefully planned breeding programme. So we can
service our existing markets from relationships that
we have built up over the years.

Good Husbandry – No Stress on
Animals or Ourselves
However, with the merino sheep it became a conscious decision to review our conventional sheep farming practises. As
conventional merino growers it was becoming easier and easier to deal with the fly problem. This was because the chemical we
used was becoming more potent and more effective. It was then that I all of a sudden began to question the effect that these
chemicals could be having on the human.
Then we looked at the ways we could eliminate these toxic chemicals by including our merino sheep in a similar programme that
we were using on our organic cattle. It took time and a change in management practises to achieve the organic status for sheep.
The whole time I had to be mindful of the well being of the sheep. If we do not manage the fly and lice problem with integrity and
careful planning the sheep can soon become sick and weak and we can lose the majority of our flock with in days.
The temptation was ever present to be organic for organics sake – I remember noting in one of my first auditing lectures learning
that it is always better to have a healthy live conventional sheep rather than a sickly suffering organic sheep.

Shearing
Farming organically and bio dynamically in Australia requires a
level of expertise. This manner of farming is intensely audited, it
is highly documented and we have become intimately aware of
our product and how it performs.

Shearing across the Board
We shear every 12 months so it is important to be sure
that all management is addressed from the
jackeroo/jillaroo in the paddock , the shearers in the
shearing team and the wool broker/processor in the
months approaching and during shearing.

Skirting
All players are made aware of the standards and conditions
( the quality control) that are involved with the management
of a McClure & Daughters Certified Organic Wool clip.

Grading
We discuss the grading of the lines of wool with the
classer and the Broker as it is necessary for all to know
which market to target with the various lines.
These decisions are no longer left at shearing time
because by then it is far too late.
We have become much more aware of our products and
their potential to the organic markets whilst we have been
farming organically.

Shower Dip –
Old System Revitalised
The husbandry of the sheep also had to be
changed. For example the re-introduction of the
shower dip which alleviated lice and flystrike
problems.
The husbandry of the sheep also had to be
changed. For example the re-introduction of the
shower dip which alleviated lice and flystrike
problems. The shower dip is the most effective
available method to apply the allowable inputs for
lice and fly control at shearing time The shower
dip is the most effective available method to
apply the allowable inputs for lice and fly control
at shearing time

Off to the Broker/Processor
As this load of wool took off my young grandsons asked
– “Danie how many organic jumpers would you make out
of this load of wool?”
We could not work out an answer because of the various
lines of wool – as each line services a different woollen
market– however it was a very good question and one
the boys would like to work out.
With all innovation you need to start somewhere, and
when we first introduced the organic clip to the auction
markets it was sceptically received, however, I can tell
you that it was the start of something.
We did not chase an idea or a market, we created a
notion which positioned us at the forefront of an
innovative way of farming which was in itself an
extremely old and tried form of farming which works
exceptionally well in parts of Australia. This became part
of the certified organic and biodynamic Australian wool
industry, and has over time created a new way of
thinking and an appreciation around the world which has
earned this industry the premium it deserves.

Shearing Over – Wool Continues to Grow
What is the biggest debate today? It is without a doubt our energy
crisis
Wool is smart energy.
These animals are a natural, sustainable, renewable source of
many products such as food, wool, housing products, lanolin etc.
Just as we are experimenting with the creation of a green car –
we should be growing more wool not less. It is an extremely
versatile product. They are the most diverse, energy efficient
animal on the planet for human consumption. These animals can
multiple harvest wool for the textile industry, and at the end of
their wool production life they can sustain humanity with food,
further they self replace. We have a product for the consumer
that gives solutions to warmth and and food with very little
damaging affect to the environment in its production.
They are the most diverse, energy efficient animal on the planet for human consumption. These animals can multiple harvest
wool for the textile industry, and at the end of their wool production life they can sustain humanity with food, further they self
replace. We have a product for the consumer that gives solutions to warmth and and food with very little damaging affect to
the environment in its production.
We all want a quality of living which includes superior and cost effective food supplies, and we can supply this and also
provide the means to clothe ourselves in order to reduce energy use.
Just as we are experimenting with the creation of a green car – we should be growing more wool to keep warm. We cannot
excuse our responsibility in this very serious debate. If we want wool of this quality and integrity – we have to pay for it –it can
provide some serious solutions to a mounting and massive energy crisis
Interestingly enough I had just returned from the outback prior to my trip here and my heating in Melbourne was not working.
Luckily because of my passion for wool I have many woollen garments, blankets, rugs, throws and socks and the list is
endless, so on my return I found that I could made do with this “warm energy”.

Shearing over- continued
During the early years of the conversion of the products from our
outback property to organic I travelled to Europe in 1999 where I
visited a some woollen mills. I noted the effluent discharge from
the scouring of wool. The mill operators themselves were
concerned and beginning to address the pollution problem as a
result of governments regulations.

I could suddenly see the down-stream consequences of the
volume of chemicals being used in all facets of the production line.
Waterways and land pollution, wool mill effluent discharge, and
the impact to the surrounding land. It was then evident to me that
it was not only the human factor with the consumption of the meat
but also an environmental factor resulting from the processing of
wool treated with chemical.

After returning from Europe I had a new set of eyes. I was suddenly seeing how different the farming was between Europe
and Australia. In fact the differences were quite startling. It was suddenly very evident that my Australian property was so
clean and untouched. Something I had not ever thought of or taken advantage of. I did not realise that our family asset
was as good as it was.

Matty and His Dad – ORA Growers
from Outback
It was then that I thought I should be sharing
this advantage with my surrounding outback
growers.
I founded my mentoring company Organics for
Rural Australia.
Its role is to teach and mentor other farmers into
the requirements and exacting standards of
organic and biodynamic farming.

Mentoring for the Future
And surprisingly, there are many older farmers embracing
this system of farming in outback Australia.

Mentoring – Older ORA Growers
adapt the “Old to the New !”
With a number of like minded farmers,
government helpers and industry
experts etc we grew the certified
organic and biodynamic industry in
Australia.
I can with confidence say that it is
working.

Rural Organics – New Vision Old
Technology
With limited markets around for organic growers, I
set founded Rural Organics to search, supply and
negotiate with potential markets.
ORA mentoring followed through to the markets
as they were not educated or aware about their
roles with certification and retaining the integrity of
organic certification of the products that we sold to
them. Is also important to advise growers to supply
quality product when they sell as consumers are
mindful that they are purchasing a premium product
with integrity.
My ORA and Rural Organics growers are now
providing a quality and quantity of wool to brokers
and processors that is a major source to our
international textile industry. We are now exploring
a possible supply into the domestic housing
industry via insulation bats and other products in a
world now facing serious decline in the provision of
energy. We are ever vigilant in enhancing the
growing of wool as a means of warmth to the world.

Leon – Rural Organics Grower from
Barossa Valley South Australia
Provided first lambs into domestic markets
– now also supplying wool.
Many other growers as well as Leon are
involved with Rural Organics and the
marketing of their products.

5 Daughters – 10 Grandchildren The Future
With five daughters and now 10 grandchildren I have became much more sensitive to how we are farming and how we are
impacting on our food and clothing chain and what effects we might be having on the land around us, land our future generations
are playing on and around.
All five daughters and their families are vitally involved with all of my work including working on the property, working with
mentoring and working with the markets. They are the backbone of my ongoing success.

Taking Organic & Biodynamic
Australian Wool to the World
Chance and luck no longer figure into viable
farming enterprise, it is a business.
Conscious decisions have to be made.
When a farmer chooses to farm in the certified
organic and biodynamic manner they must
begin to be ever vigilant at looking at what is
available to them.
It was 10 years ago when this photo was taken?
I knew then that if my family property was to
prosper and farm in the future we needed to
looking at ways we could dramatically improve
our farming methods and marketing and work
out how.
.
We have done this – we have not stopped progressing as we are forever looking for better ways to sustain our asset.
Certified Organic Wool production has certainly been my most difficult challenge – However because wool is such a wonderful
natural product that has serviced mankind for hundreds of years – it was important to me that it remained a viable product on
the family farm.
Luckily enough and by pure persistence I have been able to share my successes with Australia’s organic farmers and world
markets.

